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Abstract

Open-world recognition has recently gained significant
attention owing to its ability to bridge the gap between ex-
perimental scenarios and real-world applications. Since
continual learning can learn from a sequence of dynamic
data streams, it obtains extensive applications in open-
world recognition. However, because of the production
of data annotation is usually time-consuming and labor-
intensive in real-world scenarios, it’s necessary to develop
unsupervised continual learning. Recent studies start to in-
vestigate unsupervised continual learning (i.e., UCL), but
mainly focus on rehearsal and regularization strategies to
enhance the anti-forgetting capability of UCL. In practice,
rehearsal and regularization are information-dependent,
which require information from previous data as supervised
signals, e.g., replayed data and previous model. In this
paper, we propose an information-free method, Alternate
Task Discrimination (ATD), which is a self-supervised pre-
text task for continuity and improves anti-forgetting capa-
bility via encouraging the model to discriminate which data
stream current sample is from. The whole process doesn’t
rely on any previous information. In order to perform ATD
effectively in UCL framework, we design an alternating op-
timization algorithm where UCL and ATD are optimized re-
spectively. We validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method on multiple standard UCL benchmarks, where it
obtains considerable improvements compared with baseline
methods. In addition, our approach can be used as a plug-in
unit, which makes further achievements when collaborated
with existing popular UCL methods.

1. Introduction

Recently, open-world recognition has built a bridge be-
tween laboratory algorithms and real-world applications,
where data is fundamentally dynamic and the model is re-
quired to process new data constantly. Continual learning
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Figure 1. A brief illustration of Rehearsal-based method,
Regularization-based method and the proposed ATD. (a)
Rehearsal-based method is to replay some traversed samples in
future learning. (b) Regularization-based method aims to store
learned model to distill previous information. (c) The proposed
ATD is a self-supervised pretext task to alleviate catastrophic for-
getting without relying on previous information.

(CL) [1, 6, 20, 26, 33, 40, 41, 47, 50] aims to learn from
a sequence of data streams and demands the model to en-
code new information without forgetting previous knowl-
edge (i.e., resist catastrophic forgetting), which has a wide
range of applications in open-world recognition. How-
ever, since the production of data annotation is usually
time-consuming and labor-intensive in real-world scenar-
ios, the development of unsupervised continual learning is
particularly important. Recently, there are some pioneer-
ing researches [15, 34] to investigate unsupervised contin-
ual learning by introducing unsupervised visual representa-
tion learning (i.e., self-supervised learning) [7, 11, 12, 18,
22, 49] to address the challenge of missing annotations.
LUMP [34] proposes a novel rehearsal strategy based on
dark experience sampling strategy [6], which constructs the
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training set by utilizing mixup [51] to combine replayed
samples and current samples. Regularization-based method
CaSSLe [15] encourages the invariant feature orientation
between current model and previous model via a predic-
tion head. However, rehearsal and regularization strategies
are information-dependent, which require information from
previous data as supervised signals, e.g., replayed data and
previous model, as shown in Figure 1a and 1b respectively.
In unsupervised continual learning, rehearsal and regular-
ization strategies pose a great challenge for storage and
computing resource with the rapid increase of data amount
brought by annotation liberation.

In order to address catastrophic forgetting without in-
troducing previous information to alleviate resource con-
sumption, we propose a novel method, Alternate Task Dis-
crimination (ATD), which is a self-supervised pretext task
for continuity without relying on any previous information,
as shown in Figure 1c. Specifically, ATD encourages the
model to discriminate which data stream current sample is
from to alleviate catastrophic forgetting. The intension is
that the model is able to capture some discrimination in-
formation of the data streams in the process of completing
ATD (e.g., data sequence, data attribution, data distribu-
tion), which is helpful for the model to preserve the mem-
ory of seen data streams, as well as improve anti-forgetting
capability. In order to perform ATD effectively in UCL
framework, we design an alternating optimization algorithm
where UCL and ATD are optimized respectively. Specif-
ically, UCL optimization step is responsible for learning
a beneficial representation for various downstream tasks,
and ATD optimization step is responsible for preventing
the representation from catastrophic forgetting via a self-
supervised manner.

In addition, the proposed ATD can be used as a plug-
in unit, which can be easily combined with existing UCL
methods to obtain further improvements. For rehearsal-
based methods, like DER [6] and LUMP [34], ATD can ad-
ditionally discriminate which data stream the replayed data
belongs to, instead of being limited to current data. For
regularization-based methods, like CaSSLe [15], ATD can
additionally discriminate which data stream the feature rep-
resentation encoded by previous model belongs to, instead
of being limited to current feature mapping.

The proposed method builds the bridge between anti-
forgetting ability and self-supervised pretext task for the
first time, which doesn’t rely on previous information as
supervised signals for continuity. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed method on several standard UCL
benchmarks, including the average accuracy and average
forgetting on popular UCL datasets (e.g., Split CIFAR-10
[28], Split CIFAR-100 [28] and Split Tiny-ImageNet [13])
and the average accuracy on out of distribution (OOD)
datasets. The proposed method obtains considerable im-

provements compared with the baseline method, and it
achieves consistent improvements while collaborating with
different existing UCL methods.

2. Related Work

2.1. Continual learning

Continual learning aims to empower intelligent agent with
the ability that learn from a sequence of data without forget-
ting what it has learned on traversed data. Existing popular
continual learning methods can be roughly separated into
three categories, including rehearsal-based, regularization-
based and architecture-based.

Rehearsal-based methods are to store appropriate sam-
ples from traversed data and replay them during future train-
ing. [8] proposes the representative replay strategy to store
the representative samples and remove the leftover parts.
[3] chooses the samples whose constraints best approxi-
mate the feasible region, which essentially increases the di-
versity of replayed data according to parameter gradients.
DER [6] selects replayed samples by a dark experience,
and preserves the memory by distilling the logits between
old and new model. Rainbow Memory (RM) [5] proposes
a replay strategy based on classification prediction uncer-
tainty and data augmentation to increase the diversity re-
played data. There are also some issues behind the effective
anti-forgetting ability of rehearsal-based methods, e.g., the
data imbalance of replayed samples and training samples.
In order to mitigate this problem, LUCIR [24] proposes a
cosine normalization classifier framework with less-forget
constraint and inter-class separation. SS-IL [2] performs
the separated softmax (SS) in the last layer to solve the
bias problem caused by the data imbalance effect. DRI [44]
starts with the quantity of samples and utilizes a generative
model to supplement replayed data by generating previous
data.

Regularization-based methods are to additionally add
some regularization constraints to regulate the model opti-
mization. EWC [26] slows down the learning rate on impor-
tant weights for previous data to prevent catastrophic forget-
ting. SI [50] is committed to introduce biological networks,
which proposes intelligent synapses to track the model pa-
rameters and fixes the important part to prevent catastrophic
forgetting. LwF [33] introduces distillation [23] to encour-
age the consistent predictions from previous classification
head. Piggyback [35] starts from the point of quantiza-
tion and pruning, which proposes binary masks to perform
on unmodified network weights to get a good performance.
UCL [1] trades off catastrophic forgetting and plasticity of
models by introducing two regularization terms to fix sig-
nificant parameters for previous data and control the active
parameters.

Architecture-based methods are to assign specific pa-
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rameters to different tasks. PNN [40] instantiates a network
for each task to prevent catastrophic forgetting, and intro-
duces lateral connections to use previous knowledge to pro-
mote plasticity. RCL [46] introduces reinforcement learn-
ing to design special network for each task, which not only
prevents catastrophic forgetting but also promotes plastic-
ity. LtG [32] introduces architecture search to exploit the
optimal network structure for each task. BSA [29] proposes
a novel Bayesian framework to learn specific weights for
each task to alleviate catastrophic forgetting.

2.2. Unsupervised visual representation learning

Unsupervised visual representation learning, or self-
supervised learning, focuses on learning powerful represen-
tations from large-scale data with the absence of manual
annotations. Early works are devoted to designing heuristic
pretext tasks, such as Colorization [30], Inpainting [37], Jig-
saw [36] and Rotate prediction [17], hoping to learn benefi-
cial representations for various downstream tasks via solv-
ing these pretext tasks. Recently, unsupervised visual rep-
resentation learning based on instance discrimination pre-
text task [45], or contrastive learning, has gradually become
dominant. In general, contrastive learning advocates that
input image should be as close as possible to its augmented
view (i.e., positive sample) and far away from other images
(i.e., negative sample) in the feature space. SimCLR [11]
and MoCo [22] are the most representative methods. Sim-
CLR [11] regards other samples in the batch as negative
samples, and utilizes a large batch size to increase the num-
ber of negative samples. MoCo [22] decouples the num-
ber of negative samples and batch size, which constructs a
queue to store negative samples to simulate the dataset dy-
namically and introduces the momentum encoder to ensure
the consistency of negative samples. BYOL [18] empiri-
cally shows that negative sample is not necessary for con-
trastive learning, which additionally introduces a prediction
head based on MoCo framework and only encourages sim-
ilar feature orientation of positive pairs to obtain significant
achievements. SimSiam [12] performs an in-depth research
of siamese networks in contrastive learning, and provides
proof-of-concept experiments to show that stop-gradient
operation plays an important role in preventing collapsing.
SimSiam [12] additionally gets rid of the momentum en-
coder in BYOL and obtains competitive achievements as
well as decreasing the training cost. BarlowTwins [49] ex-
plores the solution of collapsing from another angle, which
utilizes the identity matrix to supervise the cross-correlation
matrix of two augmented views and achieves competitive
results.

In addition, some contrastive learning methods [7, 14,
27, 31, 43] introduce clustering to improve contrastive
learning framework by considering the feature similarity of
samples. PCL [31] introduces clustering to replace instance

discrimination with cluster discrimination, and models clus-
ter discrimination as an expectation maximization process,
where the semantic prototypes are optimized by K-means
in step E and the augmentation invariance among proto-
types is optimized in step M. SwAV [7] proposes an online
clustering algorithm based on SeLa [4], which encourages
the different augmented views of the same image to main-
tain the same cluster assignment. In order to alleviate some
strong priors in clustering which is not necessary in con-
trastive learning, MSF [27] aggregates similar samples in
the feature space and performs contrastive learning.

Recently, some researches start to focus on prevent-
ing the representation from suffering from catastrophic for-
getting, whose insight is how to preserve the learned rep-
resentation and utilize it for subsequent learning. iCaRL
[39] is the precursor to perform knowledge distillation [23]
on replayed samples and current samples, which utilizes it
to learn an anti-forgetting representation. OML [25] and
La-MAML [19], which are based on meta-learning, main-
tain a balance between catastrophic forgetting and plastic-
ity for learned representations by specially designed meta-
objectives. Co2L [9] introduces a supervised contrastive
learning constraint to improve the quality of learned rep-
resentation, and finds it is of the ability to prevent catas-
trophic forgetting. LUMP [34] and CaSSLe [15] are the
early work to focus on the continuity of unsupervised rep-
resentation learning, i.e., Unsupervised Continual Learn-
ing (UCL). LUMP [34] introduces the rehearsal strategy of
DER [6], and applies mixup [51] to merge the replayed sam-
ples and current samples and obtains significant achieve-
ments. CaSSLe [15] introduces knowledge distillation with
prediction head to encourage the feature consistency be-
tween previous model and current model.

3. Method

3.1. Preliminaries

Unsupervised Visual Representation Learning. The
proposition of unsupervised visual representation learn-
ing is to extract beneficial information for various down-
stream tasks from unlabeled data. Recent popular methods
[12, 18, 49] mainly focus on the augmentation invariance
(also called contrastive learning), whose framework details
can be summarized as follows.

Given a batch of input image x = {x1, . . . , xB}, we
first generate two batch of augmented views T 1 (x) and
T 2 (x) via the standard contrastive learning augmentation
strategy T (·). A view T 1 (x) is fed to online encoder fθ
which is consist of a backbone fθb (e.g., ResNet-50 [21])
and a projection head fθpro , and output the feature repre-
sentations z1 = fθ

(
T 1 (x)

)
∈ RB×N whereN is the chan-

nel size. Another view T 2 (x) is fed to target encoder fθ′
which has the same structure as online encoder and outputs
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the corresponding features z2 = fθ′
(
T 2 (x)

)
.

BYOL [18] and SimSiam [12] add an extra prediction
head fθpre for online features z1 to match target features
z2, i.e. z1 = fθpre

(
z1
)
, and minimize the cosine similarity

between the pairwise features:

L =
1

B

B∑
i=1

− z1i
‖z1i ‖2

· z2i
‖z2i ‖2

(1)

In practice, BYOL and SimSiam adopt the swap sym-
metrization strategy to improve the performance. Addition-
ally, target encoder fθ′ is a momentum-based moving aver-
age of online encoder fθ in BYOL, i.e., θ′ = m ∗ θ′ + (1−
m) ∗ θ where m is a momentum coefficient, which does not
participates in the gradient back propagation update. Sim-
Siam shows that the stop-gradient operation plays a impor-
tant role in avoiding collapsing in the two branch contrastive
learning framework, which copies the parameters of online
encoder to target encoder and obtains a considerable result,
i.e., θ′ = θ.

Instead of applying the stop-gradient operation to
avoid collapsing, BarlowTwins [49] constrains the cross-
correlation matrix between the pairwise augmentation fea-
tures to be close to the identity matrix, whose online en-
coder and target encoder have no difference:

L =

N∑
i=1

(1− cii)2 + λ ·
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

cij
2,

cij =

∑B
k=1 z

1
k,iz

2
k,j√∑B

k=1

(
z1k,i

)2√∑B
k=1

(
z2k,j

)2
(2)

where C = (cij) ∈ RN×N is the cross-correlation matrix,
λ ia a hyper-parameter to trade off the importance of diago-
nal and non-diagonal elements.

In this work, we mainly focus on SimSiam and Bar-
lowTwins to construct fundamental UCL framework due to
their remarkable performance and representativeness, like
[34].

Continual Learning (CL). Continual learning aims to
learn from non-stationary data distributions, giving the neu-
ral networks the ability to continuously learn. Specifically,
given a series of task streams {1, . . . , t, . . . , T} which have
different data distributions, continual learning dedicates to
training a model across the task streams, keeping acquiring
the fresh information without forgetting what it has learned.

Considering task stream t and corresponding data
stream Dt =

{
(xi,t, yi,t)

nt

i=1

}
which is consist of nt pairs

of samples and matching annotations, the trivial continual
learning loss LtCL (finetune the encoder fθ and classifier
hφ on task stream t) is usually constructed by cross entropy
loss (CE):

LtCL = E(xi,t, yi,t)∼Dt
[CE (hφ (fθ (xi,t)) , yi,t)] (3)

In practice, the model tends to forget what it has learned
from previous task streams, which is the notorious catas-
trophic forgetting. Many methods [3, 6, 8, 26, 33, 40,
48, 50] focus on designing regularization-based, rehearsal-
based and architecture-based strategies to alleviate catas-
trophic forgetting.

Unsupervised Continual Learning (UCL). Recently,
[15, 34] introduce unsupervised visual representation learn-
ing to learn beneficial representations from non-stationary
data distributions without relying on data annotations. The
trivial UCL is to finetune the models across the task streams.
Formally, considering task stream t and corresponding data
stream Dt =

{
(xi,t)

nt

i=1

}
which is consist of nt samples

without any manual annotations, the trivial UCL loss LtUCL
is constructed based on the unsupervised visual representa-
tion learning loss L:

LtUCL = E(xi,t)∼Dt
[L (xi,t)] (4)

UCL also suffers from catastrophic forgetting in prac-
tice, where the learned representations prone to lose the
information encoded in the previous task streams. In or-
der to alleviate catastrophic forgetting in UCL, LUMP [34]
and CaSSLe [15] make an attempt in rehearsal and regu-
larization respectively. However, rehearsal and regulariza-
tion strategies require information from previous data as su-
pervised signal in practice, e.g., replayed data and previ-
ous model, which is information-dependent. In this paper,
we propose a novel method, Alternate Task Discrimination
(ATD), which is a self-supervised pretext task for continuity
without relying on any previous information and alleviates
catastrophic forgetting by discriminating which task current
sample is from. We will discuss the details of the proposed
ATD in Section 3.2.

3.2. Alternate Task Discrimination (ATD)

Generally, since information-dependent UCL methods [15,
34] face storage and computation challenges with the rapid
increase of data amount brought by annotation liberation,
this paper focuses on designing information-dependent-free
strategy to alleviate catastrophic forgetting which doesn’t
rely on information from previous data streams. In this
section, we propose Alternate Task Discrimination (ATD),
which alleviate catastrophic forgetting by distinguishing
which data stream current sample is from, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Essentially, ATD is a self-supervised pretext task for
continuity, which doesn’t need previous information to as-
sist future learning but develops the anti-forgetting capabil-
ity through completing this pretext task. The intension is
that the model captures discrimination information through
completing ATD, such as data sequence, data attribution
and data distribution. With the help of these information,
the model is able to indirectly preserve the memory of seen
data to prevent from catastrophic forgetting. Specifically,
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Figure 2. The framework of proposed Alternate Task Discrimination (ATD). For each data stream, an alternating optimization algo-
rithm is introduced to solve ATD effectively, which is consist of the UCL optimization step and ATD optimization step. UCL optimization
step aims to learn an effective representation with the assistance of discriminator Dψk (·) (discriminator parameters don’t participate in
gradient updating in this step, as shown in gray) from last ATD optimization step. ATD optimization step aims to acquire discriminative
information with the assistance of backbone encoder fθk

b
(encoder parameters don’t participate in gradient updating in this step, as shown

in gray) from last UCL optimization step.

ATD introduces a discriminatorDψ to discriminate the data
stream attribution of current samples based on the backbone
fθb feature mapping:

LtATD = E(xi,t)∼Dt
[CE (Dψ (fθb (xi,t)) , t)] (5)

In practice, we introduce augmentation invariance to en-
hance the reliability and robustness of discriminator:

LtATD = E(xi,t)∼Dt

[
CE

(
Dψ

(
fθb

(
T 1 (xi,t)

))
, t
)]

+

E(xi,t)∼Dt

[
CE

(
Dψ

(
fθb

(
T 2 (xi,t)

))
, t
)] (6)

In order to perform ATD effectively in UCL framework,
we design an alternating optimization algorithm. It is con-
sist of the UCL optimization step and ATD optimization
step, where the UCL optimization step guarantees the effec-
tiveness of the learned representations and ATD optimiza-
tion step guarantees the continuity of the learned represen-
tations:

θk←−argmin
θ

(
λLtATD

(
θ, ψk

)
+ LtUCL (θ)

)
(7)

ψk+1←−argmin
ψ

λLtATD
(
θk, ψ

)
(8)

where λ is a hyper-parameter to trade off the strengths of
base UCL and ATD.

UCL optimization step. UCL optimization step aims
to learn an effective representation with the assistance of
discriminator Dψk (·) from last ATD optimization step,

where discriminator parameters don’t participate in gradi-
ent updating. The loss function for this step is as follows:

L (θ) = λE(xi,t)∼Dt

[
CE

(
Dψk (fθb (xi,t)) , t

)]
+

E(xi,t)∼Dt
[L (xi,t)]

(9)

Formally, UCL optimization step captures beneficial in-
formation to ensure the effectiveness of the representation
based on the last step discriminator which preserves the dis-
criminative information across data streams.

ATD optimization step. ATD optimization step aims
to acquire discriminative information with the assistance
of backbone encoder fθkb from last UCL optimization step,
where encoder parameters don’t participate in gradient up-
dating. The loss function for this step is as follows:

L (ψ) = λE(xi,t)∼Dt

[
CE

(
Dψ

(
fθkb (xi,t)

)
, t
)]

(10)

Formally, ATD optimization step acquires discriminative
information across data streams based on the last step back-
bone encoder which provides an effective representation.

In addition, the proposed ATD can be used as a plug-in
unit to easily collaborate with existing UCL methods. Take
rehearsal-based methods as an example, like DER [6] and
LUMP [34], ATD can additionally distinguish which data
stream the replayed data belongs to:

LBATD = E(bi,yi)∼B
[
CE

(
Dψ

(
fθb

(
T 1 (bi)

))
, yi

)]
+

E(bi,yi)∼B
[
CE

(
Dψ

(
fθb

(
T 2 (bi)

))
, yi

)] (11)
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The rehearsal buffer which is consist of K replayed sam-
ples is denoted as B =

{
(bi, yi)

K
i=1

}
. bi and yi are i-th

sample and corresponding data stream attribution label re-
spectively. For regularization-based methods, like CaSSLe
[15], ATD can additionally discriminate which data stream
the feature representation encoded by previous model be-
longs to:

LpATD = E(xi,t)∼Dt

[
CE

(
Dψ

(
fp

(
T 1 (xi,t)

))
, t
)]

+

E(xi,t)∼Dt

[
CE

(
Dψ

(
fp

(
T 2 (xi,t)

))
, t
)] (12)

where previous backbone encoder is denoted as fp. Essen-
tially, ATD optimization step can capture more discrimina-
tive information with the assistance of existing UCL meth-
ods.

4. Experiments
We provide a variety of experimental results on popular
UCL benchmarks in this section. In subsection 4.1, we first
describe the experimental details, including implementation
details of proposed method, popular UCL datasets, evalua-
tion metrics. Secondly, we provide the main results (i.e.,
average accuracy and average forgetting) on popular UCL
datasets in subsection 4.2. Thirdly, we complete the exper-
iments on out of distribution datasets (OOD datasets) and
provide the experimental results in subsection 4.3. Finally,
we give more ablation studies to further verify the efficiency
of proposed method in subsection 4.4.

4.1. Experimental details

Implementation details. ResNet-18 [21] is used as the
backbone encoder in our experiments to make a fair com-
parison with existing UCL methods. The projection head
and extra prediction head are the same as that in [12]. The
discriminator is essentially a classifier based on cosine sim-
ilarity to solve the data imbalance effect during training, in-
spired by [16, 38, 42]. We train the model with SGD opti-
mizer for 200 epoches, including base unsupervised visual
representation learning framework and discriminator. We
set learning rate to 0.015, weight decay to 5e-4 and mo-
mentum to 0.9. The batchsize is 128 in our implementation.

Datasets. We follow [34] to divide CIFAR-10 [28]
(10-class, 32×32 resolution), CIFAR-100 [28] (100-class,
32×32 resolution) and Tiny-ImageNet [13] (100-class,
64×64 resolution) in category order, i.e., Split CIFAR-10
(2 categories per task stream, 5 task streams), Split CIFAR-
100 (5 categories per task stream, 20 task streams) and
Split Tiny-ImageNet (5 categories per task stream, 20 task
streams).

Evaluation metrics. In terms of evaluating the qual-
ity of learned representations, we adopt KNN classification
performance [45] as the evaluation metric, which is able
to evaluate the discriminative ability of the representations

from feature level. Specifically, a KNN classifier is per-
formed on the frozen pre-trained representations to report
the classification performance. As for evaluating the conti-
nuity of learned representations, we utilize standard “Aver-
age Accuracy” and “Average Forgetting” as the evaluation
metric.

“Average Accuracy” refers to the average performance
on each task stream after training across all T task streams:

A =
1

T

T∑
j=1

aTj (13)

where aTj refers to the KNN classification performance by
training across T task streams and testing on task stream j.

“Average Forgetting” refers to the average gap between
optimal performance and final performance on first T − 1
task stream after training across all T task streams:

F =
1

T − 1

T−1∑
j=1

(
max
16i6T

aij − aTj
)

(14)

where max
16i6T

refers to the optimal performance for training

across 1 to T task streams and testing on task stream j.

4.2. Main results

In this subsection, we perform TAD on Split CIFAR-10,
Split CIFAR-100 and Split Tiny-ImageNet, and report the
main results (i.e., the average accuracy and average forget-
ting on all task streams) in Table 1. In addition to reporting
the performance of standard TAD, we provide the perfor-
mance of TAD†, which is the improved version of proposed
TAD by incorporating with LUMP. Compared with the
standard baseline method FINETUNE, the proposed TAD
obtains considerable improvements on all benchmarks of
both SimSiam-based and BarlowTwins-based UCL frame-
works. Compared with other unsupervised continual learn-
ing methods, e.g., DER [6] which is introduced to unsuper-
vised continual learning from supervised continual learn-
ing, the proposed TAD gets competitive results on multi-
ple benchmarks. It’s worth noting that TAD is a resource-
free strategy which doesn’t need the assistance of previous
information, where rehearsal-based methods DER [6] and
LUMP [34] require rehearsal buffer to store previous data.

In addition, the proposed improved version TAD† ob-
tains significant achievements on all benchmarks, which
achieves top-2 performance on all metrics. Compared with
its baseline LUMP, TAD† gets consistent and observable
improvements, showing the effectiveness of TAD in im-
proving anti-forgetting ability of rehearsal-based method.
For example, TAD† based on SimSiam [12] obtains 0.79%,
0.22%, 0.25% average accuracy improvements on Split
CIFAR-10, Split CIFAR-100 and Split Tiny-ImageNet re-
spectively, and achieves 1.08%, 1.53%, 0.54% average for-
getting drops respectively.
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Method Split CIFAR-10 Split CIFAR-100 Split Tiny-ImageNet

Accuracy Forgetting Accuracy Forgetting Accuracy Forgetting

Supervised Continual Learning

FINETUNE 82.87(±0.47) 14.26(±0.52) 61.08(±0.04) 31.23(±0.41) 53.10(±1.37) 33.15(±1.22)
PNN [40] 82.74(±2.12) - 66.05(±0.86) - 64.38(±0.92) -

SI [50] 85.18(±0.65) 11.39(±0.77) 63.58(±0.37) 27.98(±0.34) 44.96(±2.41) 26.29(±1.40)
A-GEM [10] 82.41(±1.24) 13.82(±1.27) 59.81(±1.07) 30.08(±0.91) 60.45(±0.24) 24.94(±1.24)

GSS [3] 89.49(±1.75) 7.50(±1.52) 70.78(±1.67) 21.28(±1.52) 70.96(±0.72) 14.76(±1.22)
DER [6] 91.35(±0.46) 5.65(±0.35) 79.52(±1.88) 12.80(±1.47) 68.03(±0.85) 17.74(±0.65)

MULTITASK 97.77(±0.15) - 93.89(±0.78) - 91.79(±0.46) -

Unsupervised Continual Learning based on SimSiam [12]

FINETUNE 90.11(±0.12) 5.42(±0.08) 75.42(±0.78) 10.19(±0.37) 71.07(±0.20) 9.48(±0.56)
PNN [40] 90.93(±0.22) - 66.58(±1.00) - 62.15(±1.35) -

SI [50] 92.75(±0.06) 1.81(±0.21) 80.08(±1.30) 5.54(±1.30) 72.34(±0.42) 8.26(±0.64)
DER [6] 91.22(±0.30) 4.63(±0.26) 77.27(±0.30) 9.31(±0.09) 71.90(±1.44) 8.36(±2.06)

LUMP [34] 91.00(±0.40) 2.92(±0.53) 82.30(±1.35) 4.71(±1.52) 76.66(±2.39) 3.54(±1.04)

TAD (Ours) 91.27(±0.21) 5.02(±0.39) 78.59(±0.77) 8.74(±0.80) 73.99(±0.46) 7.02(±0.47)
TAD† (Ours) 91.79(±0.28) 1.84(±0.35) 82.52(±0.54) 3.18(±0.73) 76.91(±1.38) 3.00(±0.37)

MULTITASK 95.76(±0.08) - 86.31(±0.38) - 82.89(±0.49) -

Unsupervised Continual Learning based on BarlowTwins [49]

FINETUNE 87.72(±0.32) 4.08(±0.56) 71.97(±0.54)) 9.45(±1.01) 66.28(±1.23) 8.89(±0.66)
PNN [40] 87.52(±0.33) - 57.93(±2.98) - 48.70(±2.59) -

SI [50] 90.21(±0.08) 2.03(±0.22) 75.04(±0.63) 7.43(±0.67) 56.96(±1.48) 17.04(±0.89)
DER [6] 88.67(±0.24) 2.41(±0.26) 73.48(±0.53) 7.98(±0.29) 68.56(±1.47) 7.87(±0.44)

LUMP [34] 90.31(±0.30) 1.13(±0.18) 80.24(±1.04) 3.53(±0.83) 72.17(±0.89) 2.43(±1.00)

TAD (Ours) 89.38(±0.39) 3.21(±0.66) 75.65(±0.28) 7.80(±1.33) 70.71(±0.88) 6.95(±0.56)
TAD† (Ours) 91.28(±0.77) 1.93(±0.15) 80.79(±0.53) 3.21(±0.48) 74.75(±0.83) 2.38(±0.70)

MULTITASK 95.48(±0.14) - 87.16(±0.52) - 82.42(±0.74) -

Table 1. The main results (Average Accuracy and Average Forgetting) on Split CIFAR-10, Split CIFAR-100 and Split Tiny-ImageNet.
TAD† is the improved version of proposed method by incorporating with LUMP. All the results are composed of the mean and standard
deviation of the three trials. The best performance is indicated by bold, and secondary performance is underlined.

4.3. Evaluation on out of distribution (OOD)
datasets

In this subsection, we transfer the representations pre-
trained on Split CIFAR-10 and Split CIFAR-100 to out of
distribution (OOD) datasets to evaluate the generalization of
learned representations. We report the transfer performance
(i.e., average accuracy) of the proposed method on OOD
datasets in Table 2. The proposed method achieves top-2
performance on multiple metrics of both SimSiam-based
and BarlowTwins-based unsupervised continual learning
frameworks, showing strong competitiveness. Especially
for the proposed method based on BarlowTwins [49], the
best performance is achieved on almost all metrics. It’s
worth noting that compared LUMP, the proposed method

obtains considerable improvements. For example, TAD†

based on SimSiam [12] obtains 0.55%, 1.81%, 3.58%,
6.36% average accuracy improvements respectively when
transferring from Split CIFAR-10 to MNIST, Fashion-
MNIST (FMNIST), SVHN, CIFAR-100. It suggests that
the proposed TAD further improves rehearsal-based method
LUMP on transferring ability.

4.4. Ablation study

In this subsection, we supplement the experiments of im-
proved TAD versions, where TAD is collaborated with
existing popular UCL methods, including rehearsal-based
method DER [6] and LUMP [34], regularization-based
method CaSSLe [15]. We give the main results (i.e., the
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In-class Split CIFAR-10 Split CIFAR-100

Out of class MNIST FMNIST SVHN CIFAR-100 MNIST FMNIST SVHN CIFAR-10

Supervised Continual Learning

FINETUNE 86.42(±1.11) 74.47(±0.84) 41.00(±0.85) 17.42(±0.96) 75.02(±3.97) 62.37(±3.20) 38.05(±0.73) 39.18(±0.83)
SI [50] 87.08(±0.79) 76.41(±0.81) 42.62(±1.31) 19.14(±0.91) 79.96(±2.63) 63.71(±1.36) 40.92(±1.64) 40.41(±1.71)

A-GEM [10] 86.07(±1.94) 74.74(±3.21) 37.77(±3.49) 16.11(±0.38) 77.56(±3.21) 64.16(±2.29) 37.48(±1.73) 37.91(±1.33)
GSS [3] 70.36(±3.54) 69.20(±2.51) 33.11(±2.26) 18.21(±0.39) 76.54(±0.46) 65.31(±1.72) 35.72(±2.37) 49.41(±1.81)
DER [6] 80.32(±1.91) 70.49(±1.54) 41.48(±2.76) 17.72(±0.25) 87.71(±2.23) 75.97(±1.29) 50.26(±0.95) 59.07(±1.06)

MULTITASK 88.79(±1.13) 79.50(±0.52) 41.26(±1.95) 27.68(±0.66) 92.29(±3.37) 86.12(±1.87) 54.94(±1.77) 54.04(±3.68)

Unsupervised Continual Learning based on SimSiam [12]

FINETUNE 89.23(±0.99) 80.05(±0.34) 49.66(±0.81) 34.52(±0.12) 85.99(±0.86) 76.90(±0.11) 50.09(±1.41) 57.15(±0.96)
SI [50] 93.72(±0.58) 82.50(±0.51) 57.88(±0.16) 36.21(±0.69) 91.50(±1.26) 80.57(±0.93) 54.07(±2.73) 60.55(±2.54)

DER [6] 88.35(±0.82) 79.33(±0.62) 48.83(±0.55)) 30.68(±0.36) 87.96(±2.04) 76.21(±0.63) 47.70(±0.94) 56.26(±0.16)
LUMP [34] 91.03(±0.22) 80.78(±0.88) 45.18(±1.57) 31.17(±1.83) 91.76(±1.17) 81.61(±0.45) 50.13(±0.71) 63.00(±0.53)

TAD† (Ours) 91.58(±0.67) 82.59(±0.75) 48.76(±0.94) 37.53(±1.31) 90.64(±1.68) 82.10(±0.83) 53.64(±1.26) 64.33(±1.09)

MULTITASK 90.69(±0.13) 80.65(±0.42) 47.67(±0.45) 39.55(±0.18) 90.35(±0.24) 81.11(±1.86) 52.20(±0.61) 70.19(±0.15)

Unsupervised Continual Learning based on BarlowTwins [49]

FINETUNE 86.86(±1.62) 78.37(±0.74) 44.64(±2.39) 28.03(±0.52) 76.08(±2.86) 76.82(±0.83) 42.95(±0.90) 53.12(±0.13)
SI [50] 90.31(±0.69) 80.58(±0.68) 49.18(±0.51) 31.80(±0.40) 85.24(±0.99) 78.82(±0.67) 45.18(±1.37) 53.99(±0.56)

DER [6] 85.15(±2.19) 77.96(±0.59) 45.68(±0.93) 27.83(±0.86) 78.08(±1.95) 76.67(±0.68) 44.58(±1.01) 53.24(±0.82)
LUMP [34] 88.73(±0.54) 81.69(±0.45) 51.53(±0.41) 31.53(±0.36) 90.22(±1.39) 81.28(±0.91) 50.24(±0.95) 60.76(±0.87)

TAD† (Ours) 91.19(±0.79) 82.26(±0.77) 50.48(±0.52) 32.96(±0.56) 91.47(±1.55) 82.23(±0.75) 51.37(±1.42) 61.71(±0.73)

MULTITASK 88.63(±1.38) 79.49(±0.29) 49.24(±2.44) 36.33(±0.29) 86.98(±1.70) 79.40(±1.10) 50.19(±0.81) 49.50(±0.38)

Table 2. The transfer performance (average accuracy) on out of distribution (OOD) datasets. TAD† is the improved version of proposed
method by incorporating with LUMP. All the results are composed of the mean and standard deviation of the three trials. The best
performance is indicated by bold, and secondary performance is underlined.

Accuracy Forgetting

FINETUNE 90.11(±0.12) 5.42(±0.08)
TAD (Ours) 91.27(±0.21) 5.02(±0.39)

DER [6] 91.22(±0.30) 4.63(±0.26)
DER + TAD (Ours) 91.52(±0.25) 3.23(±0.46)

LUMP [34] 91.00(±0.40) 2.92(±0.53)
TAD† (Ours) 91.79(±0.28) 1.84(±0.35)

CaSSLe [15] 91.23(±0.34) 2.74(±0.39)
CaSSLe + TAD (Ours) 91.35(±0.19) 1.72(±0.43)

Table 3. Collaboration with existing UCL methods. We report
the average accuracy, average forgetting of the combinations be-
tween TAD and other UCL methods based on SimSiam [12] on
Split CIFAR-10. All the results are composed of the mean and
standard deviation of the three trials. The best performance is in-
dicated by bold.

average accuracy, average forgetting) of the combinations
between TAD and other UCL methods in Table 3. The pro-
posed TAD obtains consistent and considerable improve-
ments compared with different “baselines”, where the im-
proved versions obtain 0.30%, 0.79%, 0.12% average accu-
racy improvements and 1.40%, 1.08%, 1.02% average for-
getting drops compared with DER [6], LUMP [34], CaSSLe
[15] respectively. The stable improvements suggest that

TAD is an effective plug-in unit for different existing UCL
methods to enhance the continual learning ability.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate how to alleviate catastrophic
forgetting without relying on previous information in
UCL, i.e., information-free unsupervised continual learning
method. To this end, we propose Alternate Task Discrimi-
nation (ATD), which can be recognised as a self-supervised
pretext task for continuity. Specifically, ATD aims to dis-
criminate which data stream current sample is from, where
we additionally design an alternating optimization algo-
rithm to make ATD work effectively in UCL framework. In
addition, ATD can be used as a plug-in unit, which is eas-
ily combined with existing UCL methods and makes further
achievements. The extensive experiments on multiple stan-
dard UCL benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness and
competitiveness of ATD.
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